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ABSTRACT

The study dealt with the effect of the inner electrode polarity on the dynamics

behavior and parameters of plasma sheath in a coaxial discharge. Experimental

results showed that the radial plasma sheath current density increased with rad-

ial distance from negative electrode to positive electrode. The plasma sheath

thickness reached its maximum value near the negative electrode, whatever it is

the outer or the inner electrode. Theoretical calculations of the angular plasma

sheath velocity along the annular space between the coaxial electrodes at the

muzzle showed that the plasma sheath current rotates and its rotation increased

near the positive electrode. AJso it was shown that the axial plasma sheath

velocity is monotonically increasing up to the muzzle, when the inner elrctrode

(IE) has a positive polarity, while the sheath velocity increased then decreased

near the muzzle for the negative inner electrode . It had been found that with

( - ve ) IE the soft X - ray emission intensity dropped by three orders of

magnitude from that measured with ( + ve ) IE .
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INTRODUCTION

Plasma focus devices are normally operated with ( + ve ) polarity inner

electrode (l) . Previous experiments <U) have shown that, interchanging the polarities

cause a decrease ( several orders of magnitude ) in neutron yield, and causes also a

sudden fall of current and voltage spike . In Fillippov device (4) , it is shown clearly

that symmmetric contraction of the current plasma shell is observed only when the

central electrode has a ( + ve ) polarity. Also it has been observed that (5) , when the

polarity of the IE reversed to cathode, the focus pinch does not normally exhibite

m ~ 0 instabilities, the density decays in a slowly expanding plasma column within

100 - 150 ns and the neutron yield is strongly reduced by a factor of - 103 .

The aim of this work is to investigate and clarify the effect of IE polarity on the

dynamic behavior of plasma sheath and X - ray emission from a plasma focus.

EXPERIMENTAL SET- UP

Investigations had been carried out in a plasma focus device of Mather

geometry (6), Fig. ( 1 ). The diameter of the inner and the outer coaxial stainless steel

electrodes were 3.2 cm and 6.6 cm respectively. The inner electrode length was 31 cm

and the inner electrode - to - outer electrode distance was 13.5 cm. The outer

electrode muzzle is connected to a stainless - steel expansion chamber of 23 cm length

and 17 cm diameter. The discharge was energized by a condenser bank charged to 10

KV with a stored energy of 3 KJ. The peak discharge current reached 100 KA. The

device is operated with hydrogen gas with a pressure of 1 Ton*.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The radial plasma sheath current density, Jr has been measured by using a

miniature Rogovsky coil. Fig. ( 2 ) shows the dependence of Jr on the radial position
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Fig.C2). Radial plasma sheath current density versus radial distance
(a) Inner electrode (*ve)*
C b) Inner electro d e (- ve) •



at the muzzle which follows the relation Jr ocr'13 ( focus condition , (+ ve) central

electrode) and Jrccr2 ( defocus condition, (-ve) central electrode). The radial

distribution of the axial magnetic field Bt at the muzzle is measured by a magnetic

probe. Fig. ( 3 ) showed that, in the focus phase at r = 2 cm the value of Bx increased

by 50 % from the defocus mode, while at r = 2.4 cm and 2.8 cm it decreased by 33 %

and 77 % respectively.

The angular plasma velocity has been calculated theoretically from the 0

component(7) using the equation of motion :

The radial distribution of the angular plasma sheath velocity (Ve) at the muzzle for the

focus and defocus conditions is shown in Fig. (4). It is observed that in both conditions

the plasma sheath current rotates around the inner electrode opposite to the rotation

near the outer electrode, and that Vg , has a maximum value near the (+ ve) electrode.

The axial velocity and the shape of plasma sheath have been measured, by

determining the azimuthal magnetic field, Bg with magnetic probe as a function of the

axial distance along the coaxial electrodes at radius r - 2.45 cm . A typical Be(J)

signal is shown in Fig. ( 5 ), together with the current wave form. From the data of B9

measurements, the arrival time of current sheath as a function of axial distance was

determined Fig. ( 6 ), for both IE has a ( + ve ) and ( - ve ) polarity. The axial plasma

sheath velocity Vt,, as a function of axial distance is shown in Fig. ( 7 ) . It has been

found that Vz has a maximum value at the muzzle for focus condition while it

decreased for defocus condition.

The shape of the plasma sheath is determined from the sequance signals of the

azimuthal magnetic field at different radial distances. The average axial plasma sheath

velocity Vt and crossing time t of the plasma sheath across the magnetic probe is

obtained. The thickness of plasma sheath ~ Vtt , Fig. ( 8a , b ) shows the dependence

of plasma sheath shape on the polarity of the coaxial electrodes.
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FIG. 5
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The X - ray emission from the coaxial plasma discharge was detected by a plastic

scintillator with collimator arrangement to assess photon energy intensity, coupled to a

fast photomultiplier. The detector is pointed at a position 5 cm off- the end of central

electrode axis. A typical oscillogram of time resolved X -ray signal is shown in Fig.( 9)

This figure cleared that when the IE has a ( - ve ) polarity, the X - ray intensity is

decreased by three orders of magnitude from the case of normal mode of operation.

CONCLUSION

The experimental results presented in this work confirmed that interchanging

the polarities in the coaxial discharge was an important factor, influencing the plasma

sheath shape, dynamics and X - ray emission. Radial distribution of the plasma sheath

current density at the muzzle had the following relation Jr ocr"15 for focus condition

and Jr oc r2 for defocus condition. This discrepancy was due to the plasma sheath

shape, wall interaction and viscosity. The radial distribution of the axial magnetic field

at the muzzle had a maximum value near the inner and outer electrodes, but their

magnitudes differ in focus and defocus conditions. From the theoretical calculations, it

had been found that, the plasma sheath current rotated around the central electrode but

near the outer electrode it rotated in an opposite direction and the angular sheath

velocity had a maximum value near a positive electrode. The axial velocity Vt had a

maximum value at the muzzle = 1.8 x l O 7 c m / s (focus condition), but it had a

minimum value = 1.5 xlO6 cm / s (defocus condition ). Results of the thickness of

plasma sheath close to the ( + ve ) electrode was thinner than the plasma sheath at the

(- v e ) electrode.

Interchanging the polarity from the normal operation caused a decrease of X -

ray intensity emission from a plasma focus by three orders of magnitude. The results

indicated that the dynamics of plasma focus was predetermined by the breakdown

conditions and the dynamics of the plasma sheath.
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